Alto Minho

- Environmental excellence territory
- only Portuguese subregion fully certified with the European Charter for Sustainable Tourism (since 2015).
- includes part of the only National Park in Portugal – the Peneda-Gerês National Park (also classified as a World Transboundary Biosphere Reserve).
- almost 30% of this destination is classified as Natura2000.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zl5TlqrR1xE

Thank you!
Hoping to see you in

Alto Minho in the Top 100 of Sustainable Destinations 2018
Alto Minho

• For further information:

CIM Alto Minho
Rua Bernardo Abrunhosa, 105
4900-309 VIANA DO CASTELO
Portugal

Sandra Neiva Fernandes
Mail: sandra.fernandes@cim-altominho.pt
Telephone: 00 351 258 800 200